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My 22nd pilgrimage to Omaha in 24 years has to rank as
one of the most fulfilling and uplifting. It also had a real
sense of history. I must confess to a lump in my throat as
the spotlight in a packed Century Link Center honed in on
centre-stage, the curtains parted and in walked that iconic
pair – Warren Buffett, 86, and Charlie Munger, 93, the
latter now with a walking stick and having to be helped to
his seat – as time takes its toll.
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However, that’s where any concession to age
stopped, as two of the greatest-ever
investment minds went to work answering over
fifty questions from a professional panel and
the shareholder-audience. Six hours later we
had once gain been treated to a master class
like no other and the even more prolonged
closing ovation had been overwhelmingly
earned.
Despite the repeated
assurances of an able, inplace succession plan with Buffett of the opinion
Berkshire’s share price will
rise on his demise – the
window on a unique
“Woodstock of Capitalism”
and an unexcelled
celebration of
management-shareholder
partnership must be
closing relentlessly, even if
Charlie sees Warren as
good for another seven years.
One longstanding devotee said it best, namely
that he’d keep on coming as long as they did.
And with very good reason: Total assets
through $600 billion since they took over a
semi-defunct textile manufacturer in 1967, per
share book and market value averaging annual
growth of 19% and 21% respectively and, at
just over $400 billion, Berkshire Hathaway

having grown to become the world’s fifthlargest corporation by market capitalization.
Furthermore, a phenomenal growth record is
nowhere near finished, even if slowing because
of Berkshire’s sheer size.
In addition, I could once again marvel at a midafternoon annual shareholder gathering of four
to five hundred becoming an all-day Saturday
affair of just under 40,000
drawn from across the U.S.,
Canada and around the world.
And where one could once stroll
over to the downtown Orpheum
theatre at leisure, now it is
essential to be in line no later
than 6:30 a.m. to be assured of
an auditorium seat and that
free high-cal breakfast (P.3)!
No doubt an extraordinary
record of building shareholder
wealth is what ultimately
counts (in my case worth
almost triple the average cost of the Class “B”
shares I’ve accumulated over the years).
However, it’s the single word TRUST that these
meetings and their attendance records are
also predominantly about.
Each year the meeting is preceded by a
lighthearted, now very professionallyproduced, movie starring Warren and Charlie.
This year, I especially enjoyed Warren
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combining with Paul Anka in a clever
Berkshire-focused duet of “My Way”
(something not many CEOs could carry off as
pleasingly). But each year it’s the same,
grainy, black-and-white clip of Buffett
testifying to a congressional committee that
brings spontaneous and prolonged applause. In
1991 he’d been appointed chairman of Salomon
Bros. Inc. to clean up a fraudulent trading mess
at that
storied Wall
Street leader.
His approach
couldn’t have
been clearer:
“Any
employee (of
Salomon) who loses money for the firm, I will
be understanding; any employee who loses
the firm a shred of reputation I will be
ruthless”. Trust; that’s what must always
rank foremost at every level of investing.
Back to the present, it was reiterated how an
ounce of prevention is worth more than a
pound of cure, even if Berkshire doesn’t need
another ounce of reputation. Instead, what it
does need are investment opportunities for the
deployment of its swelling $96 billion of cash
on hand as such opportunities become everharder to find in the size it needs, and now far
and away its biggest challenge.

I’ll be following up with more on a meeting
choc-full of worldly-wise experience, wisdom
and many actionable ideas, all of which added
inestimably to what was also a truly
memorable father-son adventure. In the
process, I’ll be updating my statistical
compilation of a veritable treasure chest of
intrinsic value far in excess of its current
market price. For now, however, it’s the
culture of integrity, trust and shareholder
partnership that deserves the renewed
emphasis this latest pilgrimage to Omaha
brought.
A concluding
question was if
they had a single
wish at their
stage what might
it be? Charlie
replied, “When I
feel especially wishful, I think oh to be 90
again”, and then adding that he’d like to know
where he will die so that he never goes there.
To warm applause, Warren replied that he’d
like to be remembered as a good teacher:
Which is why I and thousands of others keep
returning to Omaha for the learning and
teaching that in superior investing can never
be allowed to stop!
M a y 15 , 2 0 17
Michael Graham
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